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I (TM) am a veterinarian specialized on livestock. I write my doctoral thesis supervised by researchers from veterinary science and physics (ICG).

Purpose of my work is to combine veterinary medicine and biology with technical specialties; resulting in novel, potentially disruptive new biomimetic nanoscience-based materials with fascinating properties inspired by one of my most favorite animals, the cow.


Our main interests are nano-, micro and macroscale structures and related functions of cow-specific tissues such as horn, horn shoe, rumen, muzzle (Planum nasolabiale) and udder. Teat skin from the udder is for example reported to have auxetic properties. Auxetics are materials that have a negative Poisson’s ratio: When stretched, they become thicker perpendicular to the applied force. When compressed, they become thinner perpendicular to the applied force. Screws made from auxetic material would be a revolution in assembly processes: no more need for dowels!

The work is based on literature review and includes a subsequent practical part comprising a photo documentation and preparation of the information in a language that is accessible in terms of concepts and approach for materials scientists, for subsequent implementation of the research findings in novel materials. Parallel to the science, various public outreach programs bring our research closer to the general public, presenting the cow as a “nanotechnological wonder” that can do much more than just provide milk, meat and leather. I love cows.